










From Above- Cale Young Rice

What do I care if the trees are bare
    And the hills are dark
    And the skies are gray.

    What do I care for chill in the air
    For crows that cark
    At the rough wind's way.

    What do I care for the dead leaves there--
    Or the sullen road
    By the sullen wood.

    There's heart in my heart
    To bear my load!
    So enough, the day is good!

From The Witch of Blackbird Pond

By Elizabeth George Speare

One night she woke from a vivid dream. 
She and Nat had stood side by side at the 
bow of the Dolphin, watching that familiar 
curving prow carving gently through calm 
turquoise water. They came soundlessly 
into a palm-studded harbor, fragrant with 
the scent of blossoms, and happiness 
was like sunshine, wrapping her round 
and pouring into her heart till it 
overflowed.

She woke in the freezing darkness. I want 
to go back, she admitted at last, weeping. 
I want to go home, where green things are 
growing, and I will never see snow again 
as long as I live! 

SIMILARITIES:







The Young to the Old
Cale Rice Young

You who are old--
  And have fought the fight--
  And have won or lost or left the field--
  Weigh us not down
  With fears of the world, as we run!
  With the wisdom that is too right,
  The warning to which we cannot yield,
  The shadow that follows the sun,
  Follows forever!
  And with all that desire must leave 
undone,
  Though as a god it endeavor;
  Weigh, weigh us not down!

 

 But gird our hope to believe--
  That all that is done
  Is done by dream and daring--
  Bid us dream on!
  That Earth was not born
  Or Heaven built of bewaring--
  Yield us the dawn!
  You dreamt your hour--and dared, but we
  Would dream till all you despaired of _be_;
  Would dare--till the world,
  Won to a new wayfaring,
  Be thence forever easier upward drawn!

 

Without delay, he fell to work on a pair of wings for the boy Icarus, and taught him carefully how to use them, bidding him beware of rash 
adventures among the stars. "Remember," said the father, "never to fly very low or very high, for the fogs about the earth would weigh you 
down, but the blaze of the sun will surely melt your feathers apart if you go too near."
For Icarus, these cautions went in at one ear and out by the other. Who could remember to be careful when he was to fly for the first time? 
Are birds careful? Not they! And not an idea remained in the boy's head but the one joy of escape.
The day came, and the fair wind that was to set them free. The father bird put on his wings, and, while the light urged them to be gone, he 
waited to see that all was well with Icarus, for the two could not fly hand in hand. Up they rose, the boy after his father. The hateful ground of 
Crete sank beneath them; and the country folk, who caught a glimpse of them when they were high above the tree-tops, took it for a vision of 
the gods,—Apollo, perhaps, with Cupid after him.
At first there was a terror in the joy. The wide vacancy of the air dazed them,—a glance downward made their brains reel. But when a great 
wind filled their wings, and Icarus felt himself sustained, like a halcyon-bird in the hollow of a wave, like a child uplifted by his mother, he 
forgot everything in the world but joy. He forgot Crete and the other islands that he had passed over: he saw but vaguely that winged thing in 
the distance before him that was his father Dædalus. He longed for one draught of flight to quench the thirst of his captivity: he stretched out 
his arms to the sky and made towards the highest heavens.
[23] Alas for him! Warmer and warmer grew the air. Those arms, that had seemed to uphold him, relaxed. His wings wavered, drooped. He 
fluttered his young hands vainly,—he was falling,—and in that terror he remembered. The heat of the sun had melted the wax from his wings; 
the feathers were falling, one by one, like snowflakes; and there was none to help.
He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down, down, with one cry that overtook Dædalus far away. When he returned, and sought high and 
low for the poor boy, he saw nothing but the bird-like feathers afloat on the water, and he knew that Icarus was drowned.



 

What are the similarities and differences in theme?












